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Distributed Low Rank Approximation: Introduction

So far, we have seen sketching-based algorithms for computing rank-k approximations to an input
matrix A ∈ Rn×d . However, there are some instances for which A is too large to store on a single
server; instead, A is distributed among s servers. In this case, we would like to solve the same low
rank approximation problem, but while modelling the cost of both computation and communication.
Definition. In the arbitrary partition model, the matrix A ∈ Rn×d is distributed among s servers as
A = A1 + A2 + · · · + As
where At denotes the tth server’s matrix.
Example 1. There are s shops, each serving a set of n customers and d products. The tth shop
tracks a matrix At , where Atij contains the number of times customer i bought product j at this
particular shop. Then the customer product matrix A, in the arbitrary partition model, has entries
which indicate the total number of times each customer purchased each product.
The arbitrary partition model is not the only setting under which we consider the problem at hand;
the following (less general) setting is often a useful model for distributed matrices.
Definition. The row partition model contains s servers, each containing a subset of rows in A.
Typically, A is given by the block matrix
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The Communication Model

When solving distributed low rank approximation, we need a way to account for communication
costs. Typically, we assume the following model.
Definition. The coordinator model assumes that each of the s servers is allowed 2-way communication with a coordinator node, and no more.
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Figure 1: An illustration of communication allowed in the coordinator model.
Remark 1. A similarly-defined peer-to-peer model allows for communication between any two
arbitrary nodes. However, there are two reasons we only consider the coordinator
model. First, it is

difficult to analyze communications in a peer-to-peer setting; there are 2s links, and communication
is not necessarily synchronized. Second, we do not lose much power in the coordinator model; we
can simulate the peer-to-peer model up to a factor of 2 messages, as well as an additive O(log s)
factor per message. Each server simply needs to send a message to the coordinator, specifying the
target server in O(log s) bits. Then the coordinator can forward the message appropriately.

1.2

Communication Cost of Low Rank Approximation

• Input: A matrix A ∈ Rn×d stored on s servers in the arbitrary partition model. Server t has a
matrix At ∈ Rn×d , and the entries of each At are O(log (nd))-bit integers.
• Output: Each server must compute the same k-dimensional space W . If PW denotes the
projection matrix onto W , then the output is
C = A1 PW + A2 PW + · · · + As PW = APW
which is a projection of the rows of A onto W . We want C to be a good estimate for the best
rank-k approximate matrix, which we denote Ak ; more precisely, we want
kA − CkF ≤ (1 + )kA − Ak kF
for some parameter .
• Resources: We want to minimize the total communication, in bits, as well as the total
computational cost incurred. Additionally, we often want to devise a protocol with O(1)
“round complexity”, which is the number of back-and-forth messages required to compute the
answer.

1.3

Work on Distributed Low Rank Approximation

There are several existing approaches to the problem we will consider.
• The FSS protocol [3] applies to the row partition model, requiring O(sdk/) real numbers of
communication. Although the communication does not depend on n, note that the use of
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real numbers in communication is generally avoided, as arbitrary real numbers can encode an
unbounded amount of information in their representation. Assuming a fixed precision, the bit
complexity can be large; furthermore, FSS requires SVD running time on the input A.
• The KVW protocol [4] requires O(skd/) communication in the arbitrary partition model,
and has a faster running time with respect to n. However, KVW is still not optimal in terms
of communication; we would like to remove the  from the denominator in the high-order term
skd.
• The BWZ protocol [2] uses O(skd)+poly(sk/) words of communication, again in the arbitrary
partition model, improving on the higher-order term from KVW. Furthermore, the computation
can be done in input sparsity time.
Remark 2. The BWZ protocol has a matching lower bound on the higher-order term of communication cost: Ω(skd) words of communication are required in the general case. Intuitively, if the
subspace W is represented by a k × d matrix with orthonormal rows (which we will also call W ),
then it is possible that most servers have little knowledge of W . We require that each server learns
W , so loosely speaking, the kd entries of W have to be sent to each of the s servers. This idea can
be formalized to show the desired bound.
Remark 3. Some variants on low rank approximation are considered in literature. The BLSWX
protocol [1] tackles kernel low-rank approximation, which seeks a rank-k approximation to A after
0
applying a “kernel mapping” f : Rd → Rd to each row of A. Other variants are for implicit matrices,
using the WZ protocol [5], and sparsity, using the BWZ protocol [2].
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Constructing a Coreset [FSS]

We now examine the first protocol, FSS, which will require a definition.
Definition. Let A ∈ Rn×d and let A = U ΣV T be its SVD. For some m, let Σm agree with Σ on
the first m diagonal entries (i.e. the highest m singular values), and be 0 otherwise. We define a
coreset to be the matrix
Σm V T
Claim 1. For a matrix A and a coreset Σm V T , where m = k + k/, and for all projection matrices
Y = I − X onto a (d − k)-dimensional subspace,
kAY k2F ≤ kΣm V T Y k2F + c ≤ (1 + )kAY k2F
where c = kA − Am k2F does not depend on n.
Before proving this claim, we make a few observations. Here, X is a projection onto a k-dimensional
space, and Y = I − X is a projection onto the complement space of X. The coreset Σm V T = Σm VmT ,
where VmT has all but the first m rows of V T zeroed out, since Σm only has m diagonal entries.
A consequence of claim 1 is that it suffices to know Σm VmT , which only has md  nd parameters, to
accurately answer queries about kAY k2F up to a 1 +  factor. Additionally, the provided guarantee
T.
is similar to what we have seen in sketching matrices; indeed, we can think of the matrix S as Um
T U ΣV T = Σ V T is the sketch, which is exactly the coreset.
Then, SA = Um
m
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One final observation we will make is that, if Ỹ is the appropriate projection minimizing kΣm V T Y k2F
and Y ∗ is similarly a projection which minimizes kAY k2F , then
kAỸ k2F ≤ kΣm V T Ỹ k2F + c
≤
≤

kΣm V Y ∗ k2F +
(1 + )kAY ∗ k2F
T

= (1 + )kA −

(1)
c

Ak k2F

(2)
(3)
(4)

(1) and (3) follow from claim 1; (2) follows from the definition of Ỹ being the minimizer. (4)
follows since Y ∗ = I − X ∗ is the projection onto the complement space of some X ∗ ; since X ∗ is a
k-dimensional projection minimizing kA − AXk2F = kAY k2F , we have AX ∗ = Ak .
The following lemma will be helpful for proving claim 1.
Lemma 1. Any projection matrix P will not increase lengths; that is, for any matrix A, kAP k2F ≤
kAk2F .
Proof. Recall that a projection matrix P must have all singular values be either 0 or 1. Then, for
any A and B, note that
kABk2F =

X

kAi,∗ Bk22

rows i

≤
=

X

kAi,∗ k22 kBk22

def. of operator norm

rows i
kAk2F kBk22
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and, for B = P , the operator norm is kP k22 = σmax
≤ 1, so the lemma follows.



Finally, we prove claim 1.
Proof of Claim 1. First, we want to show the direction kAY k2F ≤ kΣm V T Y k2F + c, as follows:
kAY k2F = kU Σm V T Y + U (Σ − Σm )V T Y k2F
Note that the first m columns of U are selected in the first term, and all but these columns are
selected in the second term. Since U has orthonormal columns, it follows that the columns in both
terms are orthogonal; by the Pythagorean theorem,
= kU Σm V T Y k2F + kU (Σ − Σm )V T Y k2F
Since U has orthonormal columns, it does not change the Frobenius norm. In the second term, Y is
a projection matrix, so by Lemma 1 we can continue as follows:
≤ kΣm V T Y k2F + kU (Σ − Σm )V T k2F
= kΣm V T Y k2F + kA − Am k2F
= kΣm V T Y k2F + c
as desired.
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We now prove the second direction: kΣm V T Y k2F + c ≤ (1 + )kAY k2F . Subtracting kAY k2F on both
sides and using the definition of c, it suffices to show
kΣm V T Y k2F + kA − Am k2F − kAY k2F ≤ kAY k2F
If Y = I −X, then Σm V T Y +Σm V T X = Σm V T . Furthermore, X and Y project onto complementary
spaces; this allows us to show that X and Y have orthogonal rows, so we can apply the Pythagorean
theorem:
kΣm V T Y k2F + kA − Am k2F − kAY k2F = kΣm V T k2F − kΣm V T Xk2F + kA − Am k2F − kAk2F + kAXk2F
Since U has orthonormal columns,
= kU Σm V T k2F − kΣm V T Xk2F + kA − Am k2F − kAk2F + kAXk2F
By definition of Am ,
= kAm k2F − kΣm V T Xk2F + kA − Am k2F − kAk2F + kAXk2F
We apply the Pythagorean theorem again, this time noticing that Am + (A − Am ) = A and that
Am and (A − Am ) have orthogonal columns:
= kAXk2F − kΣm V T Xk2F
= kU ΣV T Xk2F − kU Σm V T Xk2F
= kU (Σ − Σm )V T Xk2F
where we once again use orthogonality and that U has orthonormal columns. Using kCDk2F ≤
kCk2F kDk22 from within Lemma 1,
≤ kU (Σ − Σm )V T k22 kXk2F
The first term is in SVD form, so its maximum singular value is σm+1 and is equal to its operator
norm. In the second term, X is a rank-k projection matrix, which has k singular values of exactly 1,
so
2
= σm+1

=
≤

k
X

2
12 = σm+1
k

i=1
2
σm+1 (m −
m
X

σi2
i=k+1

≤

d
X

k)

σi2 = kA − Ak k2F

i=k+1

≤ kAY k2F
as desired, where the last line follows from that kA − Ak k2F = kAY ∗ k2F , where Y ∗ is a (d − k)dimensional projection which minimizes kAY ∗ k2F . Other lines above follow from the definitions of
m, decreasing singular values down the diagonal, and properties of the Frobenius norm.
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